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An auditory learner will most likely glean more from a speech they hear than one they read. Be sure your
article portrays the character consistently with the character in the story. Web has categories that fit with the
information written about the person and are easily understood by the reader. Sentence Strip Time Lines This
is a quick and easy one. Step 6: Using computers, direct students to write their own biographical sketch. Give
them time to write and also remind them to review any appropriate editing steps so they can re-write. While
teaching about chronological time lines, I squeeze in a bit of testing language that builds on the idea of
sequencing. This post is part of the series: Writing Assignments. Up until this point, students may only have
limited exposure with a few well known figures so a wide variety of books can really spark an interest in this
genre. Lesson Extensions Have students record themselves reading their biographies and play the audio for the
class during the culminating event, Meet Your Hero Day. Writing Assessment Did students complete the
graphic organizer correctly? After the students vote on the organization schemes, they finally sort the books
according to the winning plan, and at long last the biographies are available for reading insert raucous cheers!
First they peruse all of the biographies, discussing their observations: there are different series, formats,
subjects, and sizes. This process should be done in a word processing document that can be saved. Use a
writing rubric to evaluate the completed written report. By working in cooperative groups, students may
increase their learning of reading strategies through peer discussion. The writing is clear with no spelling or
grammatical errors. While sifting through dozens of books, the excitement builds, and soon enough, students
are shouting to friends about their finds. However the sorting process familiarizes the class with the range of
biographies and it challenges them with higher order thinking, all while tempting students with new books.
Ask students to skim or preread their biographies, focusing on the questions they generated during Session 1
about the selected person. They wrote biographical placards, much like those they saw at the wax museum,
and then set up museum exhibits around the classroom. You may also be interested in inviting parents to come
in to help students while they are doing the online tutorial or gathering information on the web. I take notes
about a biography read-aloud for the students to use, since they are less attached to my notes than to their own.
To the right, a student's diary, written fictitiously by Dr. Provide computer time so students can gather
additional information via the Internet. By summarizing information, students improve in including ideas
related to the main idea, generalizing, and removing redundancy. Martin Luther King Jr. Students will write a
biography. After doing their own research, my students repeat the same process of coding the most important
facts. You can, however, fill in missing information. He also was responsible for the very first lending library,
the first volunteer fire department and daylight savings time. You will then know which groups need your
attention most based on ability.


